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Connecting/Linking/Transition Words

1. Fill in the blanks with the following connecting words/phrases.
However
However

During my walk
As a result

Consequently
Besides

Generally
As a result

To begin with
Finally

Yesterday I went walking. _____ (a) I don’t walk in the mornings. _____ (b), today the sun was shining and I
felt like some exercise. _____ (c), I saw lots of different animals such as birds, squirrels, butterflies, and
rabbits. _____ (d), I decided to walk further than usual to see how many more I could spot. _____ (e), I
reached the pathway which would take me home. _____ (f), I was enjoying myself so much I decided to
carry on. _____ (g), the weather was still warm, although the clouds were beginning to gather. _____ (h), I
was quite far from home when the rain came down. _____ (i), it was only a gentle shower, but it soon
started falling more heavily. _____ (j), by the time I got home I was wet through and quite cold.
2. Here are 11 separate sentences. See if you can use them in a paragraph by linking them with transitional
words or phrases. You can choose from the words and phrases provided in the box.
At last
However

But
Immediately

During the day
So

Eventually
Soon

Finally
Usually

 The sun was setting;  It would be completely dark;  The little rabbit didn’t go out at night;  Tonight was
different;  She had found a nice carrot patch;  She had spent a long time enjoying the carrots;  She
noticed it was getting dark;  It was too late to get back to her burrow;  She started looking for a place to
shelter for the night;  She found shelter in a hollow next to a log;  She was able to settle down for the
night.

__________________
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